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REGARDING HOLDING THE MUSHAF IN THE PRAYER 

„Majmoo‟ Fataawaa wa maqaalaat mutanawwi`ah‟ of Shaykh `Abdul-`Azeez ibn Baaz - 

rahimahullaah - (vol. 11, pp. 339-342): 

[One of a number of questions put to the Shaykh, and published in the treatise „The Correct 

response regarding the rulings of the Night-Prayer and the Taraaweeh‟] 

*QUESTION: “What is the ruling for the imaam holding the Mushaf?” 

ANSWER: “There is no harm in this in the correct saying, and there is disagreement about it 

amongst the people of knowledge. However what is correct is that there is no harm in his 

reciting from the mushaf if he has not memorised, or if his memorisation is weak, and his 

reciting from the mushaf is more beneficial for the people and more beneficial for him; then 

there is no harm. So al-Bukhaaree -rahimahullaah- mentioned in disconnected (ta`leeq) form 

in his „Saheeh‟ from `Aa·ishah -radiyallaahu `anhaa- that her freed-slave Dhakwaan used to 

lead her in the night Prayer, reading from the mushaf.
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So in origin it is permissible, and the report from `Aa·ishah supports this. However if it is 

easy to aquire a Haafiz then this has more right, since it is better for gathering the 

attentiveness of the heart; and it reduces unnecessary movements, since carrying the mushaf 

requires placing it, picking it up, and turning its pages. So it is resorted to when there is a 

need; and if it can be done without, then that is more excellent.” 

* 

*QUESTION: “What is the ruling regarding a person praying behind the imaam and holding 

the mushaf during the Taraaaweeh prayer?” 

ANSWER: “We do not know of any basis for this, and what is more apparent is that he 

should have khushoo` (humility and attentiveness) and calmness, and not hold the mushaf. 

Rather he should place his right hand over his left, as is the Sunnah: that he places his right 

hand upon his left hand, and his wrist, and his forearm, and that he places them both upon his 

chest. That is what is more correct and more excellent. 

And holding the mushaf will preoccupy him away from these sunnahs. Then also perhaps his 

heart and his sight will be preoccupied, in referring to the pages and the Aayahs, away from 

listening to the imaam. 

So what I hold is that leaving that is the Sunnah; and that the person should listen, be silent, 

and not use the mushaf. So if he has knowledge then he can correct the imaam, otherwise 

someone else can correct him. Then even if the imaam were to make a mistake and no one 
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corrected him, then this would not cause any harm - as long as it is in other than al-Faatihah. 

It will harm in al-Faatihah alone, since al-Faatihah is an essential pillar. As for if he 

[forgetfully] left some Aayahs from other than al-Faatihah, then this will not cause any harm 

if there is no one behind him who can draw his attention to it; and if there is one person 

holding the mushaf to [correct] the imaam, when there is a need, then perhaps there is no 

harm in this. But as for each person holding a mushaf, then this is contrary to the Sunnah.” 

* 

*QUESTION: “Some of those who are praying along with an imaam follow his recitation in 

the mushaf. So is there any harm in that?” 

ANSWER: “What appears to me is that this is not befitting, and what has more right is to 

turn full attention to the Prayer, and to „Khushoo`‟ (humility and attentiveness), and placing 

the hands upon the chest, and reflecting upon what the imaam recites, because of the Saying 

of Allaah -the Mighty and Majestic - 

 

[Sooratul-A`raaf (7): 204] 

Meaning: And when the Qur·aan is recited then listen to it, and be silent, that you may 

receive mercy. 

and His Saying - He the One free of all imperfections -: 

 

[Sooratul-Mu·minoon (23): 1-2] 

Meaning: Successful indeed are the Believers: those who are humble and attentive in their 

Prayers; 

and because of the saying of the Prophet : 

<<The imaam is appointed to be followed; so when he says the takbeer, then say the 

takbeer; and when he recites, then be silent.>>
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*** 

[Translated by Aboo Talhah Daawood ibn Ronald Burbank -rahimahullaah] 
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